Abstract. This paper studies the influence of the cell is open to the surrounding road access, the establishment of a multi-index evaluation system first application of the basic comprehensive evaluation method of AHP, based on graph theory transportation network knowledge, in-depth analysis and select the network node of variance to evaluate the indicators for evaluating the impact 
Introduction
How to optimize the road network structure, improve the road capacity, improve the traffic situation and how to improve the efficiency of the open area. One view is that the closed area destroyed the structure of the urban road network, blocked the city "capillary", easy to cause traffic congestion. Some people think that this is related to the area, location, external and internal factors such as road conditions, can not be generalized. Urban planning and traffic management departments hope that we establish a mathematical model to study the impact of the open area on the surrounding roads, and provide quantitative basis for scientific decision-making.
Traffic network evaluation model based on Analytic Hierarchy Process
The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [1] is especially suitable for the many factors that restrict the interrelated, forming complex and often lack of quantitative data, analysis of this kind of problem is decision-making and sort of a simple and practical method of multi criteria decision making. Because the evaluation indexes of road traffic network capacity are interrelated, restricted and difficult to quantify, AHP is used to sort the evaluation index.
Establishment of hierarchical structure.
When AHP is used to analyze the problem of road traffic network evaluation, firstly, the problem is organized and hierarchical, and a hierarchical structure model is constructed. To solve this problem, the target layer is the road network capacity index; the criterion layer for road network facilities evaluation index, traffic evaluation index; measures for road network layer grade, network density, road network traffic conditions etc.
Structure judgment matrix. Let denote the road network grade, road network density, road space, Z road network traffic capacity, each taking two factors to express and Z on the ratio of the size of the result, with the judgment matrix A.
Hierarchical single ordering and consistency checking. Determine the eigenvector of the W matrix A corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the normalized rank weights is the same level of the corresponding factors for a certain level of the relative importance of factors, namely single level sequencing using MATLAB to calculate the maximum eigenvalue of matrix A calculation, consistency index CI:
CI==0.06837
Find the corresponding average random consistency index RI. As shown in Table 1 . According to the total order weight value selected measures evaluation indicators respectively road network grade, road network density, road network area connectivity, anti clogging ability, analysis of operating conditions of the road network, traffic intersection delay, saturation.
The influence of each type of cell on the traffic convenience
The BA road network traffic evaluation model [2] based on the establishment of the problem based on the various types of residential road network traffic conditions using MATLAB software to analyze the quantitative effects before and after the open to traffic of various types of community.
The BPR [3] function only takes into account the influence of the actual traffic on the travel time, and does not involve the non motor vehicle, pedestrian factors. In order to more accurately reflect the actual situation of the road impedance, the BPR function model is improved, and the characteristic of the road resistance function is determined by the characteristics of the new road.The parameters of each type of plot, chart analysis and node degree variance results are as follows:
(1) high density and low density residential external network: low density residential external network network structure node number were 100, 90; the internal node cell number is 10; (the initial node network, with each node into a new node s and M existing connection) in the parameter setting; under the condition of drawing high density and low density before and after external road network areas open road network simulation by MATLAB, as shown in Figure 1 , traffic problems in the establishment of evaluation model to calculate the node degree based on variance as shown in Table  2 . Simulation of high density external Simulation of low density external road network before opening road network before opening Figure 1 The comparison of the above four traffic network diagram, can visually analyze the complexity of the road traffic network after the opening of the district. According to the comparison of the two groups, it can be seen that the relationship between the degree of variance of the node density and the density of the external road network. Through theoretical analysis, when the access node starts from the maximum degree of nodes, the network degree variance increases with the increase in the number of access nodes, the network degree variance is greater than the initial network of variance, two large degree nodes connected to the road network structure increases unevenly, the connection node more multiplex network structure more uniform, more not to reduce the vulnerability of the network.
(2)Complex internal road network and simple internal road network: the number of nodes in urban road network is 100; the number of internal nodes in complex internal network and simple internal road network is 10 and 5, respectively.As shown in Figure 2 .
Open complex cell simulation
Open simple cell simulation Not open cell simulation Figure 2 After the opening of the complex internal network, the impact on the urban traffic network is greater. By comparing the variance of the node degree complex internal network nodes inside the network area than simple small degree variance value, analysis: when the cell network structure (similar to the average degree of nodes), the internal network structure is more complex (more nodes) is more obvious to the city traffic network vulnerability reduction.
Rationalization proposals on cell open
Based on the above model establishment and analysis process, we can put forward the following suggestions for urban planning and traffic management:
(1)Considering the road network vulnerability is as small as possible, the local area network and remote roads around the network should select both the conditions to allow for connection,nodes with smaller degree connection.. 
Conclusions
First, we use AHP to establish the basic evaluation model of road network capacity, and select several indicators with larger weight as the evaluation system in the evaluation index of urban road network. On this basis, we build a network node degree variance evaluation system from the point of view of the urban traffic network in graph theory.
Then, different types of residential areas are selected and constructed, and the effects of various types of residential areas on road traffic are compared with the established model. Considering the factors of the capacity of residential area, location, external and internal condition of the road road, construction of different types of cell, calculated before and after various types of community open road capacity, and quantitative analysis before and after various types of community open to traffic impact.
At last, based on the above model establishment and analysis process, we put forward some suggestions for urban planning and traffic management.
